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There is always a hiatus between finalizing the content of a book and its assembly as a glued and
bound physical object ready to be flicked through and read. For authors, it is often a time of
apprehension. In the days before the appearance of Academic Diary: Why Higher Education Still
Matters in April 2016, I had one of thosemoments. The book, as the subtitle suggests, is an argument
forwhy universities remain precious places for thinking and learning; it ismade through documenting
seemingly small everyday experiences from an intellectual life both on and off campus.

My crisis of confidence this time was more amplified than the usual prepublication wobble
because it felt to me that the conversation about HE had already moved somewhere else. The
looming threats of more accelerated market-driven education, burgeoning student debt, the
obsession with new performance metrics like the Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF), and
the pending deliberations of the Stern Committee added to the nagging sense that perhaps I had
got the tone of the writing wrong.

Thankfully, this fear was unfounded and the response to the book has been nothing short of
astonishing. It has been read widely across the campus social structure including students, early
career academics, seasoned professors, academic administrators and receptionists, and even heads of
university human resources and finance departments. It has also found a readership beyond the
humanities and social scientists, and the book has been reviewed by chemists and mathematicians
and reviews even appeared in The Lancet and the Journal of General Practitioners.

Ros Gill’s considered reading of the book and her generous criticism reproduced here is
perhaps the crowning astonishment. So, first and foremost, I would like to thank her deeply for
the care she has taken reading and thinking about it. It is the highest compliment anyone can
pay to the things we write. I will focus my response by drawing out the critical questions she
poses in her extended review. Before addressing them I want to just make a few comments on
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the things that have struck me about the book’s reception. The last year revealed something
about the new informational environment within which we write, work, and think.

Almost immediately following its publication in early summer 2016, the book featured on
social media offering fleeting peeks into how and where it was being read. Photographs were
tweeted of it in bookshops or it being held in the hands of readers. Sometimes the book was
open face down on a bedside table next to a cup of tea or in the buffet car of a train being
carried along as holiday reading for a camping trip. These free-range portraits of reading were
often beautiful, funny, and surprising. On 7 June, Amber Davis @_AJDavis tweeted a portrait
of a pastoral holiday on the banks of the river Loire in France with an otter in the background
swimming past on cue. Graham Gaskell @grahamagaskell tweeted the book from the table of
a restaurant on the last night of his holiday in Oia, Santorini as Bdesert reading.^ The book’s
irreverent tone and lightheartedness seemed to have encouraged playfulness among readers.

Some of these images just made me smile, like a picture of the book under the chin of a beloved
pet dog or the paperback propped up against the heavenly wooden body of a Fender Telecaster
electric guitar. Other photographs were more poignant like Hannah Mahoney @HanMadecardiff
who tweeted a portrait of her newborn baby with a copy of the book on the cot pillow with the
message Bperfect #breastfeeding reading thanks^…Ros identified perceptively thatmy intentionwas
to write in an affecting way that would move readers. Also, I hoped the book would befriend them.
My aim in writing Academic Diary was to reflect and analyze but also encourage readers to see
themselves in it either in terms of things that were recognizable or points of disagreement or contrast.
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I received a lot of immediate feedback via e-mail from readers who said that it had
been a Bjoy to read^ and that it had Bdescribed my own experience.^ The responses
are much more than academic flummery. Some said that they had read an entry in
bed before sleep and found its tone Bre-assuring^ and Bcomforting.^ Others wrote
saying that they had started reading and then could not stop, perhaps the highest
possible compliment. As Ros notes in her review, the book is paced like a novel with
emotional up and downs with contrasting shades of lightness and seriousness. I wrote
against the metric-obsessed aspects of academic culture because these measures are
unable to tell the story of what matters in the university today.

The diary is a collection of small subversive tales with a very big ambition. Ros is
quite right to correct my rather ingrowing sense of humility in the way that the book
presents itself. She is also correct to describe the scale of the book’s aspiration as the
attempt to provoke and embolden a Bradically different way of being^ a scholar and
teacher. Written in a singular voice, it is against individualism in all its forms. Some
observed that the portraits of scholars like Pat Caplan, Toni Morrison, Stuart Hall, and
Richard Hoggart have an elegiac quality. I did not want this to seem nostalgic but
rather an attempt to fuse their admirable habits with our own. Scholarly life is
conceived in it by contrast as a collective shared craft in which generosity is a
survival strategy. Here, teaching is precious because it can create a space to think
together with our students and our writing matters because it can offer companionship
for further thought.
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It feels to me now more important than ever to argue that universities matter as a
place to conduct what C. Wright Mills called a Bpolitics of truth.^ Mills died on 20
March 1962 at the young age of 46, and given recent events in the United States, he
must be doing somersaults in his grave. The task for him is to develop a vigilant
loyalty to achieving an Badequate definition of reality^ and not a convenient or
expedient one. A paramount value of a university, as a place to debate and reflect
on the adequacy of our understanding in an ongoing way, is to weight the information
being produced by human society at an unprecedented level and frequency. That
important work is what is at stake in university seminar rooms everywhere.

While Academic Diary started off as an online blog, as a physical book it also had
a second immaterial lease of life on the internet. Paragraphs and single pages of the
book have been photographed by readers on their mobile phones and shared. As they
are tweeted and re-tweeted, it is astonishing to watch them blow through academic
social media like torn out pages on the wind. It is more substantial than superficial
citation or Twitter decorations. Dr. Liz Oakley-Brown, Senior Lecturer in English and
Creative Writing at the University of Lancaster, documented on Twitter her reading of
Academic Diary between 18 October and 26 November 2016. She shared over 20
Tweets that contained photographed passages and comments on them. The Tweets
showed how the words were being shared, but also, Liz’s attention and what reso-
nated with her as a reader could also be gauged. In a way, this showed how words on
paper and screen are combined within and the new hybrid informational environment
in which reading now takes place.

All this has been a source of surprise and wonder and the experience of publishing
Academic Diary has been unlike any other. After almost a year, since its publication, I feel
it was worth the risk of trying something new in terms of the form of academic writing can take
(see Thomson 2016). As Ros points out, this book fosters a sensibility and way of being an
academic, while at the same time trying to understand what is happening to the university. It
certainly does not count for the audit culture, but from the response of readers, it is probably
the most valued book I have written. As Ros puts it, my sense is still that Bthe things we count
are not the most important things.^

I want to now want turn to the challenging and difficult questions raised by Ros Gill in
her thought-provoking review. I have tried to formulate her critical observations as a series
of five questions.

Is It Enough Just to Change Our Everyday Conduct and Act Differently?

Ros is right when she identifies the roots of my own political commitments. She puts her finger
on an investment in a politics of doing and an ethics of conduct. This can be summarised as the
importance of not just what we say but what we do. It is a lesson learned from the example of
my feminist teachers, and the influence of anti-colonial movements and worker’s education
and the anarchists of the Spanish civil war. Mahatma Gandhi named this when he commented,
BYou must be the change you wish to see in the world.^ Take the power to control what is
within our grasp and do not be possessed by the tool. In the context of our discussion about
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higher education, I would put it differently and argue that we make the university in the way
we conduct ourselves on a daily basis. Even in the midst of the university in ruins we
carry, as Buenaventura Durruti said in the midst of defeat during Spanish civil war,
Ba new world here, in our hearts.^

Of course this is not enough to counter those who explicitly or tacitly are cementing
their own vision of the neoliberal university. Michael Burawoy characterizes this as the
ascent of the overpaid Bnew spiralist^ a class of managers and administrators who
Bspiral in from the outside, develop signature projects, and then hope to spiral upward
and onward, leaving the university behind to spiral down^ (Burawoy 2016, p. 941).
Commenting on the UC Berkley, Burawoy concludes pungently, BLike a fish, our
school rots from the head town^ (Burawoy 2016, p. 942). Although, increasingly
people like David Bell complain that university vice chancellors are unfairly maligned,
he writes Bwhisper it, but university leaders do the job because they care about their
institutions and the value and values of higher education more generally^ (Bell 2017, p.
50). Perhaps, the difficult reality, both here and in the USA, is that each of these
portraits contain more than a few grains of truth.

The trouble with my own political bearing is—paradoxically—that it is not very sociolog-
ical. Patrick J. Ainley (2016) has pointed this out and he was disappointed that Academic
Diary is not more of a treatise on the constraints imposed on teaching and writing by the
university’s social structure. A big tenant of sociological reasoning—from Durkheim to
Bourdieu—is that society has already decided our fate and the prospect for change is very
limited. We act, paraphrasing Marx, in conditions not of our own choosing. There is a
tension in my own work between the critical lessons of sociology and a politics of doing
and acting in the service of hope (Back 2015).

To answer Ros frankly, this can never be enough. From my point of view though, it is a
better option than what I would call cynical resignation. I have witnessed this many times from
senior academics at the lectern—often approaching retirement—as they proclaim the hope-
lessness of the current situation in universities today and then say complacently contemplating
their own well-rewarded superannuation, Bwell that is not going to be my problem^! Such
pronouncements from the comfortable position of the soon to be retired professoriate are
vacuous postures to put it mildly.

It is important to confront how difficult it is to act differently. Just to give a recent example
from the post Brexit times. A few months ago, I arrived to examine a PhD at a University of
London college and was shocked to find that we examiners had been requested to show our
passports prior to the viva as proof of our Bright to work^ in the UK. My colleague and fellow
examiner was born in Turkey but had worked in the UK university system for over 20 years. A
degrading spectacle unfolded prior to PhD viva. I had not noticed the request and did not have
my UK passport. No such luxury for my Turkish-born colleague who was prepared, but of
course, the university was not equally prepared and we could not find an Bofficial^ to view it.
The supervisor had to suffice much to his embarrassment. This kind of happy inefficiency will
not continue for much longer.

The checking of right to work is now routine. My colleague told me of a case where a
university sent a member of administrative staff 100 miles to check the academic concerned
had the right to work in UK. Many of our non-UK citizen colleagues are anxious about their
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tenure in UK universities in the post-Brexit world. Many comply without complaint because of
the fear generated within the wider political atmosphere anti-immigrant times. Requests
concerning proving Bright to work in the UK^ are imposing divisions within the academic
community. After seeing the expression on my colleagues face at that viva, I decided I would
not comply with this again.

Of course things are never quite that simple. After being appointed to act as external
examiner for an MA program at another college, I received a request to send a copy of my
passport. I refused explaining what I had witnessed and why I would not give my passport. We
were Bexaminers not suspects^ after all. There was a lot of apologies and explanation
concerning the request. The administrator dealing with the issue wrote back, BWhilst I can
appreciate your feelings on the matter of right to work checks, I hope you can understand that
this does place us in some difficulty. Unfortunately, the College has a legal obligation to carry
out these checks and the failure to do so could have a negative impact on our sponsor license
and therefore our ability to sponsor international students as well as sponsor migrants to take
on employment with us. This is a practice that all universities also need to comply with and not
doing so puts us at risk.^

Well, what is the moral of this story? The reason why I mention it is because it illustrates the
complexity of the environment we are operating in. The MA program concerned is taught by
people that I have the utmost respect for. I wanted to support it and the Head of Department did
not want to lose a supportive external examiner. While I refused to show my passport I did
offer a copy of my birth certificate, it was a fudge that in the end satisfied the Home Office
criteria. These kinds of checks make universities complicit with the work of border guards, yet
at the same time, I could not let my colleagues down either. This is where the structure of
university system has us over a barrel. The administrator I was dealing with is herself a
migrant and added a further political irony. She wrote at the end of this long process,
BFrom a personal perspective, I can’t say I disagree with you—having been subject to
many such checks myself.^

Large-scale shifts like this outsourcing of immigration checks to universities has been
imposed on us regardless of whether we agree with them or not. Individual conduct alone
cannot and will not change them. Neither do I think that we should comply silently and this
ultimately needs political mobilization within and across the sector. The hard truth is that
despite the opposition of many people of good faith within universities, collectively in the face
of the profound changes within the sector, we have been timid and conservative. In spite of the
scale of the defeat, I still think many, many, many colleagues want to act differently. I wrote
this book to embolden them and license that desire.

Where is the Pain?

A friend and colleague who recently gave up her academic job told me that leaving higher
education was like leaving an abusive relationship. The pressure to perform, the bullying
behavior of her boss, and the ever increasing expectations proved too much for her in the end
and she decided enough is enough. That experience of academic betrayal echoes through the
experience of so many people, and it has been documented more articulately in the work of
other writers on the university. As Ruth Barcan (2013) points out rightly, Bflexibility^ is a gloss
for violating short termism and off-loading of the heavy lifting of an academic’s job descrip-
tion. As Ros points out, this Bhousework of academia^ is done disproportionately by young
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and female academics (see Brabazon 2014; Leathwood and Read 2012) that are often in the
most precarious positions. In fact, Ros herself has written perhaps the most searching critique
of the emotional consequences of living in the toxic environment of fast academia (Gill 2010).
While this is all referenced in Academic Diary, it is the backdrop rather than its main story. So,
the question of where is the pain in my own account of academic life is completely fair. My
desire to write from what I considered the best values of higher education and scholarship had
the consequence of not addressing its worst as pointedly as I might have done.

I think there is pain in Academic Diary, particularly in relation to the experience of social
vertigo so often experienced by working-class students as they embrace educational opportu-
nities, but it is not the affective key of the book. Academic Diary is not a book written out of
hurt but that is not to minimize the fact that universities are damaging environments for so
many where sexism, racism, and class prejudice are the causes of so much pain. As Ann
Cvetkovich (2012) argues, emotional life is best understood as Bpublic feelings^ and not an
individual or solitary experience.

There are so many stories of students that encounter symbolic violence from their teachers
who make them feel Bout of place^ and stupid (Bourdieu 1991). I am thinking of many
colleagues and friends who reported such abuses of academic status and power. This kind of
thing is woven into the ways in which the work of colleagues is judged too, and there are some
unforgiving portraits of these excesses in the book.

There has been a much needed public discussion of incidents of sexual harassment on
campus and the abuses of the power of male teachers in particular. Politician Harriet Harmon
in her biography documents her own student experience of a male professor during the 1980s
at the University of York who demanded Bsex for grades^ (Harmon 2017). She put it plainly
and accurately on BBC Radio 4’s Women’s Hour radio program recently, BSex for grades—
whether it PhD, MA, degrees—is still an issue that is what women are emailing me and telling
me about… the problem is the imbalance of power. If you’ve got men in positions of power
and young women are trying to break into a new field then inevitably there will be some men
who will abuse their power to get sex with women who otherwise wouldn’t touch them with a
barge pole^ (BBC Radio 4, 2017). There have been cases like this at my own institution.

Such abuses are unacceptable and where they are encountered the only thing to do is to
report them. This is not an easy thing to do, I know mistakes are so easily made but I think the
only thing to do is act against this kind of abuse of male academic power. The voices of
Bfeminist kill joys,^ as Sara Ahmed (2010) puts it, need to be listened to and I think men need
to be open to this critique and also have the courage to act against those people and colleagues
that are the cause of more pain and more harm.

The sources of pain are the result of the changing institutional context in universities. These
changes produce precarity and that sense of Bgoing under^ or Bdrowning^ or Bsuffocating,^
where professional and personal life is hard to reconcile (see also Pereira 2016). This is a
massive cause for concern as it threatens the possibility of liveable forms of academic life. I
want to come back to this issue later but my own feeling is we have to seek collectively to
lessen the affective grip of these pressures through supporting each other. I am sure this will
seem feeble given the extent of the institutionalized selfishness fostered within the neoliberal
university. I do think though that ruthless self-interest when it has detrimental consequences
for colleagues is a choice.

In many cases, the sources of pain in academic life are connected to abuses of privilege and
power: whether it is scholars of color who encounter the condescension by their white colleagues
in the conference colloquium or working-class students in the seminar who are expected to play
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the role of the Bnative informant.^ I should have included more in Academic Diary to foreground
the social damage resulting from such mistreatments in campus life. Regardless of my own
limitations, the pain needs to be heard, its source addressed however imperfectly and those
responsible held to account. In the book I wanted to argue for a vision of the possibility of
education to reckon with and suture the wounds opened up inequalities and social
divisions. If some of the sources of pain result from the actions of teachers, colleagues,
and peers, then it is possible for people to act differently.

Where Are the Bad Affects and Bad Behavior?

Ros comments that people who talk or write about the Bbad affects^ that are socially produced
with the contemporary university are often routinely dismissed as Bparty poopers^ or
Bkilljoys.^ The criticism is dismissed publically as Bmoaning^ or Bwhinging,^ and academics
should be grateful for having such a Bnice job.^ During one of the many talks I gave promoting
Academic Diary, I was surprised when an established academic in the audience said she liked
the book because it serves a reminder to younger scholars that Bbeing an academic is a
privilege.^ I wrote to her afterwards and said that is not there Ba danger that your comment
will be heard by younger scholars as just another way of saying—‘you don’t know how lucky
you are—put up and shut up?^ Young academics deserve better from our generation, I
continued Bbecause the future belongs not to us but to them.^

I think teaching is a privilege but it can be abused and used as a license for toxic judgments.
This is often justified in the name of upholding standards of excellence or toughing up
students. Those on the sharp end of those judgments never forget. It is the cruel side of
academic privilege that I think corrodes scholarship rather than fosters it.

Ros asks Bwhere is the envy, the rage, the nastiness, the bullying, the bad behaviour,
the competitiveness, the mean-spiritedness, the colleagues who dump on others, the
people who just don’t reply?^ In the end, perhaps omitting them as characters in my
story, in all but gentle parodies, lets such behavior off the hook. What I would say is that
the neoliberal university institutionalizes these vices because it promotes competitive
individualism at all levels.

I have always thought that becoming a widely acclaimed academic writer requires a certain
ruthless loyalty to your own talent. I have never had the stomach, or perhaps the confidence, to
take this path. What I hoped for in writing Academic Diary was to shows that teaching,
thinking, and scholarship can also be conducted in a more generous and collaborative way
without committing intellectual suicide.

I find the vanity of the academic star system nothing short of nauseating. The world of
academic Twitter is where it is often most nakedly revealed whether the academic egoist sees it
or not. It is there in the Tweets that cry Bme. me. me. me… and then some more about me.^ Or,
the forms of patronage that operate through cultivating protégées where the professoriate
confer individual brilliance strategically on Brising stars^ or Bfuture leaders^ self-interestedly
in order to bolster their own status as academic movers and shakers. Self-publicity is
encouraged within the neoliberal university; as a result, we have all become part of the
University’s Marketing Department. I do not think there is anything wrong in be loyal to
our own talent but it does not follow necessarily that we need to be loyal to our vanity or
academic PR. Our first allegiance is to the content of what we are trying to communicate in our
work as teachers and writers.
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I have tried to communicate everyday educational values and moments of scholarship at
its best. Those bloodless revolutions in thinking when everyone in the room is listening
together and it feels like we are collectively holding our breath. I wanted to acknowledge
the damage being done to the university through marketization where students see
themselves as customers and teachers service providers but also to harness Bgood affects^
to argue for an alternative.

There have been some wonderful moments too of being caught in my own story. A third
year student came to see me last summer to talk about her dissertation. BI am sorry to keep
bothering you with this you must be getting sick of me,^ she said. BNo, not at all,’ I said, BI
want to give you value for money.^ She snapped back without a beat of hesitation, BLes,
education is NOT A FINANCIAL TRANSACTION^! BQuite right,^ I said. Quite right,
indeed. In an e-mail, Sarah Kember, the Director of The Goldsmiths Press, put it better than
I am able to, BMy sense, for what it’s worth, is that you were trying to ‘write out’ (to use my
own conjunction) of the bad affects—to retrieve and retell from your own personal history of
being an academic the other values that might enable us, collectively, to reevaluate what we’re
doing here^ (e-mail correspondence 16 November 2016).

Does the Emphasis on a Scholarly Vocation Run the Risk of Licensing
Self-Exploitation?

Intellectual life is a way of life. Academic Diary is my attempt at describing the everyday
details of this way of living. The problem is that the pressures within contemporary university
make the weight of that vocation hard to carry. This is the key problem rather than the idea of
an intellectual vocation itself. My own ideas are shaped by Max Weber’s (1946) famous essay
on the subject but also bell hooks’ sense of teaching as a Bprophetic vocation^ (hooks 2010, p.
181). The key problem is that the contemporary university has made us into academic
Stakhanovites. On 31 August 1935, Aleksei Grigorievich Stakhanov became a Soviet hero
because he mined 102 tons of coal in less than 6 hours, which was 14 times his quota. It was
through making workers compete with each other that the Soviet authorities used Aleksei’s
example as the basis of the Stakhanovite movement to increase labor productivity.

The risk is that young scholars are becoming academic Stakhanovites under the
combined pressures of job competition, struggles to gain tenure, or insecure short-term
employment. We need to try and find ways to lessen these forms of self-exploitation. I do
not think this is just another whining complaint. I think it is actually a matter of being loyal
thinking and learning and the time it takes. As Mary Rose O’Reilley argues, we need to
protect ourselves from ringing productivity out of every second at work not least because
that time ruthless productivity Bultimately makes us hate students^ (O’Reilly 1993, p. 50;
see also hooks 2003, p. 15). This is because talking to students becomes viewed as a time
absorbing distraction.

In the early 1980s—before I decided to go to university—I had a job in a factory in
south London called Dane Structures. My father and brother worked in the factory next
door. It specialized in heavy engineering and it fabricated the huge steel skeletons used for
the construction of buildings in London and other British cities. When finished, these
massive steel spiders would be loaded onto an articulated lorry by a craning system that
covered the entire shop floor. It was always awe inspiring watching the delicate balancing
of these weighty steel arachnoids on the HGVs before beginning their journey to building
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sites across the country. The stockpile of steel girders used by the machinists and welders
as the raw materials to make these massive structures was stored in the yard behind the
factory. Exposed to the elements, the girders would get rusty outside. My job was to clean
off the rust by hand with a wire brush and coat them with red lead primer paint.

It was horrible filthy work. I would comfort myself by reading a John Braine novel during
the tea break or steal a few minutes when it was my turn within the worker’s unofficial roster
for an extended visit to the factory lavatory. Anyhow, I stumbled on the idea that one way to
humanize the task was to think of it as a kind of work out. This was long before the exercise
revolution but I was into sport in a big way and I thought I could use the girders like gym
weights. I made rubbing then down with the massive wire brush like a factory equivalent of
circuit training. So, I started lifting and pushing the girders around like dumbbells. With the
arms of my overall tied around my waist I began to approach my work as a workout. After a
couple of hours of this, I had worked up a good sweat. I rubbed down the steel joists with such
force that a cloud of rust hung in the air over the benches of my entire section. As sunlight
from the roof window passed through the cloud rust, it flickered like the dying ember of a fire.

At this point, the factory store man, who I am sure had been watching this strange spectacle
with bemusement, strolled over. He was in his late 60s and nearing retirement, an industrial
veteran practiced in the art giving the bosses just enough for his hourly pay rate. He tapped
me on the shoulder. I turned with a jolt of surprise, he said, BLook Les,^ pausing while
he put his hand on my shoulder, Bcalm down you are making the rest of us look bad!^
His message was clear and simple, hyper self-exploitation impacts on everyone else
around you. So, I calmed down.

This all might seem like a long way from the University staff common room but I think
the same lesson applies. Not only do we need to protect ourselves from over work, we also
need to protect each other. More than that, I think we need to protect our writing from
overwork and being rushed prematurely to completion when it is not ready. I am certain
that fast-academia does not produce ideas and literature that will endure. I share Ros’
sympathy for value of slowing down the pace of university life (Berg and Seeber 2016),
although I understand the reservations voiced by early career scholars who are working
their guts out on insecure contracts (Carrigan and Vostal 2016). With over half of all the
teaching and research being done by people on insecure, 0-h short term contracts (53%),
Vice Chancellors have been accused of importing a “Sports Direct model” into British
universities (Chakrabortty and Weale 2017).

Perhaps, the issue really comes back to protecting each other. This is not only good for a
sustainable working life but also good for ideas and thinking itself. Sociologist Harvey
Molotch is absolutely right when he calls this the importance of Bgoing out,^ BThe academic
calendar and routine push us to draw more and more of our cultural knowledge from within
our workplace. Many of us blow our sabbaticals by writing up what we have been doing,
rather than immersing ourselves in new worlds… Sociology would be better if we, for
sustained periods, could get out of it^ (Molotch 1994, pp. 232–233). The same might also
be said for academic life in general.

I would go even further and say that sometimes just living a life is the best service we can
provide to our vocation even if this means just doing nothing. Idleness has its own value as
Bertrand Russell once observed (Russell 1935). The pressure to convert our time into to text
sometimes stops us from being open and attentive to the world including the things we learn
from our private extra-curricular passions or the relationships we have with friends and
families and the experience of parenting. So, it is not the idea that scholarship is a vocation
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that is the problem; rather, it is the institutional pressures that make us into time ruthless and
blinkered academic Stakhanovites.

Is Individual Generosity a Powerful Enough Tool to Fight Systemic
Meanness and Cruelty in Academic Life?

The short answer to this question is clearly Bno^ because generosity alone can never be
enough. Collective action via our trade unions continues to be an essential way to challenge the
changes that face the higher education sector. It is clear though that collective action is
undermined at every turn by the nature of the complicities and paradox university employees
at all levels are trapped within. How many times do we re-arranged teaching on strike days, or
make Bspecial arrangements^ to minimize the disruptions of industrial action to our students.
We are so often caught between a desire to resist and a reluctance to do harm. We have to
continue to protest the changes collectively, but I am sure I am not alone in feeling deeply
frustrated by our ineffectiveness.

As Stuart Croft, Vice-Chancellor of Warwick University, has commented, we all too often
end up being backed into a corner whether responding to requests for nominated publications
for REF or provide plans for TEF and we submit Bin both senses of the word^ (Croft 2017).
That is why an epidemic of generosity would not be enough to save us. It might though protect
us from becoming the living embodiment of the neoliberal values of competition, ruthless
individualism, and withering self-exploitation. I keep coming back to what is within our
control and what small acts of seditious generosity can achieve. I argue for a sociable variant
that aims to build and sustains supportive links between people of mutual interest. I wanted to
embolden this and encourage the small—or perhaps not to small—unions of hopeful dissent
that I know exist.

We all know we are struggling within the institutions in the academy where metrics and
audit culture is tied to the hierarchies of a value. Even if you did well in REF 2014, success is
followed quickly by an impending sense of falling and failing. BPay wall Higher Education^ is
hostage to the prestige of journals that count and status that is measured and accumulated
quantitatively and individually. More often than not, the Bimpact agenda^ put us on the side of
the powerful. I am sure generosity is a weak palliative to the toxicity of all this that licenses
cruel judgments in HE but it is something I have control over.

I can imagine readers also thinking that it is only some that can afford to be generous,
namely, those who are privileged and in established positions. Equally, should not the first
principle of generosity be a willingness to reciprocate it? I am sure this is right on both counts.
My own feeling is that we can make choices at whatever level concerning whether or not to act
differently. I think that there is a desire for an alternative to the Bneoliberal university
handbook^ and a groundswell of feeling against the competitive individualization of every-
thing (see The Res-Sisters 2016). I guess Academic Diary is also an attempt to describe when
those opportunities open up and where they become available to us.

That is why time and time again I find myself coming back to teaching because, as Ruth
Barcan points out, we have Bmore control in the classroom than in macropolitics^ (2013, p.
15). It is a space where that alternative education vision can be brought to life, as we close the
door of the lecture room and the world outside. I think bell hooks sums this up best when she
writes, BThe academy is not paradise. But learning is a placed where paradise can be created.
The classroom, with all its limitations, remains a location of possibility. In that field of
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possibility we have the opportunity to labour for freedom, to demand of ourselves and our
comrades, an openness of mind and heart that allows us to face reality even as we collectively
imagine ways to move beyond boundaries, to transgress. This is education as the practice of
freedom^ (hooks 1994, p. 207). On our best days, that fleeting and generous possibility is still
within our grasp regardless of everything that militates against it.

Let Us Check Our Diaries

I met a colleague recently who had just passed his tenth year as a university teacher. After we
greeted each other, he said BI really enjoyed your book—it gave me hope. Is that what you
intended?^ The bluntness of his question gave me pause for thought. Yes, that is what I wished
for and I wanted readers to take heart too in the fact that they are not alone in their struggles
and frustrations. I wanted the book to be a corpus of hopeful witness rather than a tract of cruel
optimism (Berlant 2011). For Lauren Berlant, optimism is cruel when its promises are linked
to Bcompromised conditions of possibility^ (Berlant 2007/2008). Optimism is mean precisely
because it cannot keep its promise. In contrast, I would argue that radical hope (Lear 2006) in
today’s universities should not conceal the limitations on our capacity to act. Rather, it should
always seek to explicate these paradoxical limitations so that we can live better with them.
Parker J. Palmer describes this well as Bneither flinty-eyed realism nor dewy-eyed romanticism
but rather a creative synthesis of the two^ (Palmer 1998, p. 66). That is what I wanted
Academic Diary to offer its readers.

Perhaps one of the best things about the book is it has encouraged others to speak, reflect,
and write. Last year in the midst of an initiative called BRaise the Bar^ at the University
Newcastle, UK, aimed to increase performance, the local UCU members decided that they
would keep a collective diary of the consequences of the initiative. It was not necessary in the
end because the initiative was withdrawn. Also, The Sociological Review journal have hosted
their own version of academic diary written by early career scholars (see https://www.
thesociologicalreview.com/blog/call-for-academic-diary-entries.html). I wanted Academic
Diary to offer to its readers my portrait of why higher education still matters but also invite
them to do the same and to provide their own answers, then for all those versions to be brought
into conversation with one another and compared.

Ros asks me a direct and individual question in the title of her review, What do I try… to
do? She deserves a candid answer. Well, I talk to students honestly about the challenges we
face and how the pressures and institutional changes are a feature of what we do together.
Support the union even when I disagree with it. Hold onto my enthusiasm for learning and
books in teaching and the capacity to be surprised by ideas. Listen to the complaints of
colleagues even if I do not agree with them. Notice a colleague who is struggling. Do not
look away from abuses of academic privilege and have the courage to report them.
Acknowledge the people who support the university and make it work from the front desk
to the department administrator. Take time to report things that go wrong—like techno-
logical failures in teaching rooms—but also remember to praise them when they go right.
Only make criticisms I am willing to put my name to or say to the face of the person
concerned. If I cannot judge without prejudice a piece of writing or a grant application for
funding I send it back. Participate in fostering the creation of a community of scholars and
thinkers. Do not leave it to someone else carry my workload. Offer to give a colleague a
break from her/his teaching if I can. Take time off. Have a life outside of the university and
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encourage others to. Get out as much as possible and talk to audiences who are interested
in ideas wherever they are. Take and give hope. That is my list.
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